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Abstract. Solar energy is a renewable energy, clean and friendly environment and has been found very large in the
world. The use of solar energy makes it possible to convert them into electrical energy efficiently enough. The amount of
maximum solar energy can be determined by tracking the sun as a controller that follows the sun movement trajectory by
a panel of photovoltaic (PV). Solar tracker followed PV panel must be really precise so that the system that captures
sunlight can provide the right data to the controller as well. The aim of this controller system follows the sun at the point
of maximum energy that is supported by fuzzy logic to drive the PV panel. Fuzzy logic created and implemented into a
system is as an intelligent controller. This intelligent controller gets the data input of sunlight to be converted into digital
signals consisting of four digits, the data digits are a digit position of the sun. Four digits are divided two parts namely
the two east-west digits and two north-south digits. Then the data will be processed by the system as an intelligent
controller to drive the PV panel and in addition the system is given the four-digit data input having a high logic or 1 as
the value of the reference input by digit domain [1111]. This intelligent controller implements a closed loop control
system that will stop the movement of PV panels when the intelligent controller output digit value will be equal to a
four-digit reference input. In this condition, it is a solar maximum power point and PV panel is facing the sun or 90 °
angle..
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I. INTRODUCTION

Demand for energy is increasing, and turned towards the
source of energy available from fossil minyal also increasing
environmental pollution that encourages researchers to
explore new technologies, especially the production of
electricity from clean and renewable sources of energy such
as solar, wind and others. Solar energy is the primary energy
source of the longest. Solar energy is a renewable energy
and clean and have found it very big in every part of the
world. The use of solar energy is allowed to convert them
into mechanical or electrical energy with considerable
efficiency. Information on the quality and amount of solar
energy available in specific locations is very important for
the development of solar energy systems. In addition, the
amount of electrical energy that is obtained is proportional to
the intensity of the sunlight that falls on the photovoltaic
panels (PV), therefore it is important to know the position of
the sun so as to achieve maximum energy achieved solar
photovoltaic panels (PV) facing the sunlight.

In the study[1], to get the maximum yield of solar energy,
it must be determined where the maximum solar radiation
emanates. In studies [2] have done to determine the energy

of the sun, the sun's angle to the PV panel and the
temperature to calculate the maximum solar energy by
comparing the PV panel system uses a two-axis solar tracker
with fixed PV panel. And also according to [3] to generate
the prediction accuracy and the ability of ANFIS (adaptive
neuro fuzzy inference system) to estimate the solar energy
based on meteorological data measured in the form of
minimum and maximum monthly temperature and duration
of the sun shining. Then the data is processed and developed
with ANFIS to simulate the sun's energy with the software
or program so that this model is an efficient technique to
predict the maximum solar energy.

In the study [4], design and implementation of solar-
tracking algorithm with 3-positions that increases the
availability of maximum solar energy and the total efficiency
of the system so as to get the advantage of physical models
of photovoltaic panels is a system of didactic and
programming environment in which developed algorithm is
presented that allows the designers of the block diagram
development easier and faster for this type of application
data acquisition, analysis and control. This implementation
technique lowers the cost method of tracking (track) and
making the technology cost effective. Numerous studies
described by [4] in research such as [5] and [6], describes the
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application of photovoltaic panels and solar tracker
application areas and [7] demonstrate the benefits potential
system design solar tracker system is simple to use stepper
motors and light sensors. In the study [8], a single-axis sun-
tracking with two sensors designed. Data acquisition, control
and monitor mechanical movement photovoltaic module is
implemented based on a programmable logic controlling unit.
Researcher [9] present the design and construction of a
system of two-axis solar tracking in order to keep track of
photovoltaic solar panels in the direction of propagation of
the light line of solar radiation. To produce maximum solar
energy, solar power systems are generally equipped with
functions that calculate the maximum power point tracker as
in [10], [11] and [12].

All of the research that has been done [1], [3], [2] and [4]
explains to obtain the maximum amount of solar energy, the
efficiency of photovoltaic systems should be developed three
methods. The first method is to increase the power
generation efficiency of the solar cell, the second relating to
the efficiency of the control algorithm for energy conversion
and the third is to adopt a tracking system (track) to get the
maximum solar energy.

In this study has been designed adopters of solar tracker
systems to get the sunlight that falls on the maximum
photovoltaic panel by adjusting the position of photovoltaic
panels. The method has been used to control the panels to
follow the sun's movement using fuzzy so that flux obtained
by the maximum panel.

The objectives of the research are
1. applying the circuit of four-quadrant LDR sensor on the

east,west, north and south sides for detecting a sun
trajectcy.

2. Implimenting a microcontroller minimum system as a
photovoltaic minimum circuit following a sun trajectcy

3. Designing a fuzzy- logic-algorithm commanding the
photovoltaic panel to follow the sun movement.

II. LITERATURE STUDIES

A. State of Art

It has some methods and system for predicting an amount
of solar namely determination of method and place selction
that a sun arises long, and the data are simulated by ANFIS
algorithm, a design and implement solar-tracking method,
system and photovoltaic panel will be following a sun
movement. The algorithm is designed and implemented on
solar-tracking experiment platform using tri-positional
control strategy (3-position).

In this research, a method has been designed to a sun-
track to have a maximum sunrise energy by fuzzy logic
controller. This method has advanced a sun track based on
light sensor as a fuzzy input in control system. And then the
maximum point of sun flux is an approach as photovoltage
panel facing to a sun directly and results maximum solar
power.

B. Before Related research

Research that has been conducted by [13] describes the
composition and interconnect systems such as Fig. 1. For
closed-loop approach to tracking, solar tracker problem is

how to cause the location (output) photovoltaic panels (PV)
to follow the location of the sun (input) as close as possible.
Feedback controller of basis LDR sensor consists of a sensor,
amplifier and comparator. In the workings of the tracker,
LDR sensor measures the intensity of the sun as a reference
input signal. Voltage unbalance generated by the sensor
LDR amplified and then generate the error voltage with the
threshold voltage Special (tolerance). If the comparator
output is high, then the motor driver and the relay is
activated, causing the motor rotate tracker (azimuth and
elevation) and set the PV facing the sun. Furthermore, the
feedback controller displays vital functions: PV panel and
sunrise is monitored constantly and sends control signals
untk differential PV panel moves to the error voltage is less
than the threshold voltage.

Fig. 1 A sun track design block diagram [13]

Research has been done by [4] to design and build a solar
tracker algorithm (sun-tracking) explained in order to
implement algotima tracker (tracking algorithm) should be
placed on the structure that frees the movement or rotation
panel on one or two axes. In addition, the structure with one
or two degrees of freedom should be associated with the
movement of the actuator to be effective. Equipment used in
these experiments is a miniature didactic equipment that is
equipped with a set of three photovoltaic cells placed on the
same plane, in the assembly bar above. Framework installed
solar cells including two motor-power from a DC supply
voltage of 24 Volt and freeing position on the two axis of
rotation. The free movement of solar panels on the
mechanical structure is orizontal direction (azimuth angle)
and the angle of slope (elevation angle). It appears that the
variation of azimuth angle wider than a whole day, and the
variation of elevation relative to the annual time. This is
because the nature of trayeksi the sun throughout the day,
depending on the season. In addition, to determine the
maximum light intensity in the photovoltaic cell panel right
on the bottom line, four photovoltaic cells can be mounted
two in each direction, on the side adjacent and form a line
90o (perpendicular). The working principle of photovoltaic
cells as follows: light intensity rises evoke strain value of the
photosensitive cells. All terminals provide measurement and
integration in the development of the control loop.

In a study according to [2] have done to determine the
energy of the sun, angle of incidence of the genus and
temperature to calculate the energy by comparing the PV
panel system uses a two-axis solar tracker with fixed PV
panel. And also researches [3] explains that the accuracy of
the technique of soft computing studied to predict the sun's
energy is based on a set of meteorological data: average
temperatures minimum and maximum bulanad and duration
of the sun shining taken from meteorological stations located
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in Iseyin, Nigeria. The process was developed with adaptive
neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) to simulate the sun's
energy. ANFIS network has three neurons in an input layer
of neurons in the output layer. Input is the maximum
temperature of the monthly average (Tmax), minimum
temperature average monthly (Tmin) and duration of the sun
shining monthly average (n). System performance is
determined through simulation results. ANFIS results
compared with the results of experiments using the root-
mean-square error (RMSE) and coefficient of determination
(R2). The result is significant in improving forecast accuracy
and ability ANFIS simulate the sun's energy. Statistical
characteristics RMSE = 1.0854 and R2 = 0.8544 is generated
in the training phase and RMSE = 1.7585 and R2 = 0.6567
in the testing phase. These results show an efficient
technique to predict the global solar energy for the benefit of
practice.

In the study [1] describes the selection of optimization
based on fuzzy logic, a weighted linear combination (WLC)
that menpunyai average risk and able to involve coating
weight, and process priority through multiple criteria
decision making (MCDM). In this way after the
identification, assessment criteria layer by using fuzzy due to
the uncertainties and determine its interests, combined layer.
Overall, these results indicate that the combination of fuzzy
logic, WLC and MCDM have high accuracy and positioning
on the optimal placement of the sun and in this way the
climate layer is very important.

C. Microcontroller

The microcontroller is a computer system that has one or
more very specific task, as opposed to the Personal
Computer that has a variety of functions. This
microcontroller enabled to process input data sunlight and
reference data and also perform position location for sunlight.
Fig. 2 below is a configuration pin AT89S52
[14].

Fig. 2 AT89S52 pin configuration [14]

Microcontroller AT89S52 used type which has 8 Bit
RISC architecture, so all the instruction code is packaged in
16-bit (16-bits word) and most of the instructions executed
in one clock cycle. A highly significant difference compared
to the MCS-51 instruction that requires up to 12 clock cycles.

D. A Position Control

According [15] explains that the movement of the robot-
like arm movement at the joints are movement-oriented

control of the position. That is, the definition of robot
movement is based on the position shift. If the robot has
reached the position in accordance with the reference motion
actuator will "stop", in other words, if the actuator is the
motor, the motor will stop rotating. Thus the position control
on a DC motor can be illustrated in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 is an
analogy of movement of the sun's position is changed. If the
PV panel has reached a reference position in accordance
with the actuator or DC motor will stop so that the PV panels
are always facing straight sunlight.

Fig. 3. A position control diagram of a motor DC

E. Light Detector Resistance (LDR) and  Comparator

Photo resistor is also known as LDR with the Fig. 4 is a
light-sensitive component that is often used to indicate the
presence or absence of light or to measure the intensity of
light. At the time of the dark resistance is very high,
sometimes reaching 1 M Ω, but when LDR disorotin light,
then the resistance down instantly, even a few ohms,
depending on the intensity of the light. LDR has sensitivity
that varies with the wavelength of light that is applied and a
nonlinear component. LDR is used a lot of applications but
are sometimes made absolute with other components such as
photodiode and phototransistor. [16]

Fig. 4. Light dependent resistor [16]

The basic configuration for comparator negative voltage
using op-amp is also known by inverting comparator circuit
that detects when the input signal (Vin) is low or negative of
the reference voltage (Vref.) Produce output (Vout) is high
as in Fig. 5 [17], accessed June 20, 2016

Fig. 5. Inverting comparator [17]
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In this comparator obtained a number of conditions,
namely
 Vin high voltage, then Vin> Vref, then Voutput low

(- Vsupply)
 Low voltage Vin, then Vin <Vref., Then Voutput

high (+ Vsupply)

F. Fuzzy Logic

Basic fuzzy logic developed by Lotfi A. Zadeh, a
professor at the University of California Berkley. He serves
not only the fuzzy logic control methods but also methods to
set the process data as a substitute member subset is not set.
Nonlinear mapping input data set to the data output scalar
known as fuzzy logic system. Fuzzy logic system consists of
four parts, namely fuzzification, rule, inference engine and
defuzzification. Fig. 6 shows the general architecture of the
system components and fuzzy logic [18].

Fig 6. Fuzzy logic architecture [18]

Threre are two fuzzy logic reasonings namely Mamdani
and Sugeno, both are almost the same only difference output
Sugeno system to not be constant but in the form of fuzzy
sets or systems of linear equations. A model of fuzzy
variables are often described in terms of its fuzzy space
composed of multiple fuzzy sets, fuzzy sets which overlap
which each fuzzy set describing a certain sense of the
variables that are allowed in the problem. Overall, problem
space of the smallest value to the largest value is allowed
called the universe of discourse [19].

Universe of discourse on the model of the angle variable
is 45o to 135o with 6 domain of fuzzy sets: the angle1 is 0-
60o, angle2 : 45o-75o, angle3:60o-90o, angle4:75o-105o,
angle5:900-120o, angle6:105o-135o, angle7:120o-180o. Fig. 7
shows the concept of the suntrack angle model parameters .

Fig. 7 Universe of discourse sunrise angle

A triangle curve is basically a combination of a linear
line in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 A triangle curve

Membership function µ[x] uses an equation (1)
referring to Fig.3.

(1)

III. RESEACH METHODOLOGY

A. A Block Diagram

In the application of solar tracker systems follow a block
diagram of hardware design in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. A sun-tracker hardware block diagram design

Input is the sunlight that falls on the sensor LDR, and also
the maximum power point of the sun that falls on a PV panel.
The process is a fuzzy logic algorithm processing to the
universe of the speaker is the angle of elevation. The output
is a DC motor that drives the movement of PV panels follow
a predetermined angle 45o, 60o, 90o, 120o, 135o.

B. A Design of Fuzzy Sun-Tracking Algorithm

This tool is made has two inputs that sunlight is converted
into four-bit digital (X) and input as a reference (Y) that
serves marks the point of stopping rotation of DC motors
and motion PV panel. This variable is a fuzzy input is
designed in Table 1.

TABLE I
FINPUT OUPUT VARIABLES

Functio
n

Variable
names

discourse
universe

units remarks

Input Sunrise
position
(X)

[ biner
number]

bits Biner
number is
from LDR
sensor
getting
sunrise

reference
(Y)

[biner
numbers]

bits Reference is
equal to X

Output Moveme
nt (Z)

[angles] angle
s

Rotation and
movement
PV
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Furthermore table 2 determine the fuzzy sets for each
variable used tables 1 and sensor arrangement East, West
sensors, sensor North, South sensors in the form of domain
[TBUS].

TABLE III
FUZZY SETS

Variables Fuzzy set names Domains Units

Sunrise
positions
(X)

angle (1) (0-45o) [1010] bit

angle(2)(45o– 60o) [1010] bit

angle (3) (60o – 90o) [1111] bit

angle (4) (90o –

120o)

[1111] bit

angle (5) (120o –

135o)

[0101] bit

angle (6) (135o –

180o)

[0101] bit

angle (7)

gelap/malam

[0000] bit

Reference

(Y)

Aligning to sunrise

(90o)

[1111] bit

PV panel
position
movement
(Z)

motor x rotation

motor y rotation

[0000

1111]

[0000

1111]

bit

After a fuzzy set is created, it can be done determines the
rules. Rules can be formed from the set simulated in Matlab.
The rule is:
1. If X angle (0-45o) or [1010] then motor X moves to

east and motor Y to north.
2. If X angle (45o – 60o) or [1010] then motor X moves to

east and motor Y to north.
3. If X angle (60o – 90o) or [1111] then motor X and

motor Y does not move.
4. If X angle (90o – 120o) or [1111] then motor X and

motor Y does not move
5. If X angle (120o – 135o) or [0101] then motor X moves

to west and motor Y to south.
6. If X angle (135o – 180o) or [0101] then motor X moves

to west and motor Y to south
7. If X anglei [0000] then motor X moves to east.

The position of the sun that illuminates the sensor does
not occur simultaneously when east and west sensor has a
logic 1 and north and south logic 0 with domain logic [1100]
otherwise [0011]. The position of the logical domains that
can happen in [1011], [1010], [1001], [0111], [0110], [0101].

C. A design of Photovoltage Panel Position Feedback
Control

The design of feedback control based on the Fig. 10,
where the fuzzy controller will regulate the movement of the
DC motor and the PV panels and will stop if the digit is
generated by the movement of a PV panel is the same as the
digit reference [1111] when all four sensors LDR gets
sunlight maximum (the maximum point).

Fig. 10. PV panel feedback control design

D. A design of LDR Sensor Position Hardware
Fig. 11 is a draft position sensor LDR and PV panels are

combined and placed on a motor bike X and Y so that the
sensor LDR and PV panels will move in unison. Trayeksi
light of the sun from east to west and illuminates the sensor
LDR and PV panels. PV panels and sensors LDR will move
in the direction of motion of the sun rotated by the motor X
Y horizontal direction while the motor will rotate sensors
and PV panels with the direction of motion north to south or
vice versa because the Earth also rotates on its axis once
around the sun. Beam barrier function of the LDR sensor
blocking sunlight.

Fig. 11. PV panel and LDR sensor position design

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Simulation of Photovoltage Panel Position Testing
The photovoltage panel position testing is using Matlab

Tool that is as a software simulation. Accordance of testing
is seen in table 3 and default position of PV panel is right
angel to earth in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 12. PV panel default position without sunrise

TABLE IIIII
THE MEASUREMENT INCREASING PER 15O

SUNRISE TO PV
PANEL, 45O-135O

No Angle between sunrise
and PV Panel

Angle Pvpanel move

1 Default  position without
sunrise

Tegak lurus or right
angle to earth

2 45 26
3 60 60
4 75 75
5 90 90
6 105 105
7 120 120
8 135 154

Next, the measurement of design result is simulated by
Matlab Tool in Fig. 13 explaining the angle of sunrise to PV
panel an amount of 75o that why motor DC also moves PV
panel an amount of 75o to allign the sunrise to PV panel. So,
at this position point the PV panel has maximum solar
energy aligning to sunrise.

Fig. 13. The sunrise and PV panel angle move similar

Table 4 is measurement by 60o-75o showing the difference of
between sunrise and PV panel angle to PV panel angle
movement, where measurement difference is average 0.38
and -0.36. The diffirence amount is less than 1 showing
between the sunrise and PV panel  is allignment.

TABLE IVV

THE MEASUREMENT  BY 60O-75O

No Angle
between
sunrise and
PV Panel

Angle
Pvpanel
move

Measurement
difference

1 Default
position
without
sunrise

Tegak lurus
or right angle
to earth

2 60 60 0
3 61 61.3 0.3
4 62 62.6 0.6
5 63 63.6 0.6
6 64 64.6 0.6
7 65 65.6 0.6
8 66 66.3 0.3
9 67 67.1 0.1
10 68 67.9 -0.1
11 69 68.7 -0.2
12 70 69.5 -0.5
13 71 70.4 -0.6
14 72 71.4 -0.6
15 73 72.4 -0.6
16 74 73.7 -0.3
17 75 75 0

average 0.38 -0.36

Fig.14 is diffirence angle amount between sunrise and
PV panel movement getted in Matlab Tool simulation.

Fig. 14. Difference angle amount sunrise to PV panel

V. CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions of measurement and analysis are at the
starting point 60o increases 15o continously to the ending
point 120o results the same angle of sunrise arising PV panel
and PV panel movement, it means the angle amount of PV
panel movement similar to the PV panel sunrise angle
amount otherwise, the average diffirence angle amout is
under 1, it is still aligning to between sunrise to PV panel,
two measurment results are having the maximum solar
energy.
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